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Vortex Mutual Friction, Orbital Inertia, and History-Dependent Textures
in Rotating Superfluid 3 He-A
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We have measured the resistive and reactive mutual friction coefficients in rotating superfluid
He-A at 29.3 bars pressure. The results agree with those predicted from the equation of orbital
hydrodynamics for two quantum continuous vortices if the previously measured value of the orbital
viscosity is used. Our results put an upper limit on the orbital inertia of less than 0.005 h̄ per
Cooper pair. We explain our observation of history-dependent textures by noting that the ease
of formation of continuous vortices depends on the relative direction of l and the rotation axis.
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In superfluid 3 He-A rotating at a small angular velocity
V in a small magnetic field it is expected that nonsingular
dipole-locked continuous vortices will be created [1] to
allow the superfluid to simulate solid body rotation. An
interesting property of such vortices is that the mutual
friction they produce should be fully determined by
two macroscopic hydrodynamic coefficients, the orbital
viscosity, and the orbital inertia [2], which enter the
equation of motion of the orbital vector l. Mutual
friction measurements thus provide a good method for
measuring the orbital inertia; the magnitude of this and its
relationship to “intrinsic angular momentum” has been a
subject of some controversy [3]. In this Letter we present
mutual friction measurements that enable us to put an
upper limit on the orbital inertia of 0.005h̄ per Cooper
pair; this is significantly smaller than can be achieved,
for example, in orbital relaxation measurements [4]. Our
result favors microscopic calculations which predict a
magnitude of order skB TC yeF d2 h̄ per Cooper pair [5].
The measured resistive component of mutual friction
agrees with that predicted using previously measured
values of the orbital viscosity [4].
To make reliable mutual friction measurements we had
to develop a method for obtaining a uniform l texture in
the nonrotating state. We discovered that the best way of
achieving this was to cool through TC while rotating in
a magnetic field smaller than the Freedericksz transition
field [6]. We were at first surprised to find that the
liquid remembered the sense of rotation used during this
initial cooldown in that after a further rotation in the
same direction the uniform texture was reestablished, but
following a rotation in the opposite sense a nonuniform
texture was obtained. After presenting the mutual friction
data we give more details of this textural memory
effect and present a simple explanation, based upon the
realization that the initial sense of rotation determines the
direction of the uniform l texture.
In rotating equilibrium vortices give rise to a mutual
friction force
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Fns  2ars' Vsvs 2 vn d' 2 2a 0 rs' V 3 svs 2 vn d
(1)
per unit volume between the normal and superfluid
components, where rs' is the superfluid density for flow
perpendicular to l and the dimensionless parameters a
and a 0 give, respectively, the magnitudes of the resistive
(longitudinal) and reactive (transverse) components of the
force. Our notation is consistent with that of [7]; we use
a and a 0 rather than the more usual B (; 2rayrn' ) and
B0 (; 2ra 0 yrn' ) because it is the former that are directly
measured in our experiment. Theories usually calculate
dimensional quantities D and D 0 that characterize the
force acting on unit length of vortex line because of its
motion relative to the normal fluid. The force balance
equation for a vortex moving at velocity vL is written
rs' kẑ 3 svL 2 vs d  DsvL 2 vn d 1 D 0ẑ 3 svL 2 vn d ,
(2)
where the left-hand side is the Magnus force resulting
from relative motion of the vortex and superfluid. The dimensionless forms of D and D 0 , given by dk  Dyrs' k
and d'  D 0 yrs' k, are related to a and a 0 by
a
,
a 2 1 sa 0 2 1d2
a0 2 1
d' 2 1  2
.
a 1 sa 0 2 1d2
dk 

(3)
(4)

If the length scale of the vortices is long compared
to the excitation mean free path and the mutual friction
force is assumed to arise from the motion of undistorted
continuous vortices, then the mutual friction force can be
calculated [2] from the orbital hydrodynamic equation
2ll 3

dl
dE
dl
1m
2
,
dt
dt
dl

(5)

where l is the orbital inertia density, m the CrossAnderson [8] orbital viscosity, and 2 dEydl at constant
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phase the driving torque acting on l; the calculation
shows that dk and d' 2 1 are determined by m and l,
respectively. Thus
g mm
dk 
,
(6)
2p h̄rs'
1 2 d'  2mlyh̄rs' ,

(7)

where the texture-dependent dimensionless number g is
given by an integral over a unit cell of the vortex lattice
in the plane perpendicular to the rotation axis,
Z
X
g
dS s≠li y≠xd2 .
(8)
i

Writing g as a scalar assumes that the properties of
the vortex array are isotropic so that the integral is
independent of the direction of x in this plane.
Since our experimental method for measuring mutual
friction has been reported elsewhere [9], and results for
the B phase have been given in [10], we give only a brief
description here. The 3 He is contained in two disc shaped
regions of diameter 4 cm and height 100 mm, separated
by a circular aluminized kapton diaphragm. Vortex
lines perpendicular to the diaphragm are generated by
rotation of the cryostat, and superfluid flow perpendicular
to these is produced by electrostatic excitation of the
normal modes of transverse vibration of the diaphragm
using electrodes in the roof of the cell. The coefficients
a and a 0 are measured through their effect on the
two near-degenerate (Dnyn  0.032) modes with single
nodal lines along mutually perpendicular cell diameters.
The dissipative term in the mutual friction causes an
increase 2aV in the bandwidth of each mode, and the
reactive term and the Coriolis force together produce a
net coupling proportional to a 0 2 1 between the two
orthogonal components. We thus measure directly the
quantities that appear in Eqs. (3) and (4).
Figure 1 shows values of a and a 0 2 1 obtained for
the A phase at 29.3 bars with B phase values at lower
temperatures for comparison. At the B ! A transition
a increases discontinuously, whereas a 0 2 1 jumps to a
value indistinguishable from zero. The increased scatter
of the a values in the A phase probably indicates that
history-dependent textural effects were not completely
eliminated by our procedure of cooling through TC while
rotating. The resonances were too broad for T . 0.9TC
to obtain meaningful values of a 0 2 1.
If we take rs' y2m as an estimate of the Cooper pair
density and 1 2 a 0 ø a, then the orbital inertia per
Cooper pair in units of h̄, estimated from Eqs. (4) and
(7), is
1 2 a0
2ml
 s1 2 d' d .
.
h̄rs'
a2

(9)

From Fig. 1 we deduce that a 2 . 16 and hence that
the orbital inertia corresponds to less than 0.005h̄ per

FIG. 1. Measured values of a and a 0 2 1 at 29.3 bars. Data
to the left of the dashed line are for the B phase, those to the
right are for the A phase. The continuous curve is obtained
from Eq. (10) as described in the text.

Cooper pair. This is sufficient to exclude the suggestion
l  h̄s2C 2 C0 dy2m [3].
In the limit 1 2 a 0 ! 0, Eqs. (3) and (6) give
a

2p h̄rs'
1

,
dk
g mm

(10)

and this has been used to draw the continuous theoretical
curve on Fig. 1 for g  12.8, m  5.8 3 1027 s1 2
T yTC d3y2 N s m22 [4], and theoretical values for rs' .
To calculate a theoretical value of g we assume that,
in our thin slab geometry, continuous doubly quantized
vortices of the Anderson-Toulouse (AT) type [11] are
created by rotation. To justify this assumption we note that
a continuous vortex texture must terminate in appropriate
point singularities (boojums) on a surface perpendicular
to the axis of rotation; a boojum can be thought of as an
AT vortex whose radial length scale diminishes to zero at
the surface. Since at our highest speed of rotation twoquantum vortices are about 300 mm apart in a volume
only 100 mm high, we expect the texture in each vortex
to be hardly affected by the proximity of others, because
its radial scale will be set by the cell height. Only at higher
vortex density (or greater cell height) would we expect
the vortex textures to merge to give the lattice of single
quantum Mermin-Ho vortices [12] that is expected to have
the lowest energy in a bulk geometry. Textures for the
three possible types of AT vortex, radial (or v), circular (or
w), and hyperbolic, are shown in Fig. 2 for anticlockwise
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FIG. 2. Orbital texture for (a) radial, (b) circular, and (c) hyperbolic AT vortices appropriate for anticlockwise rotation. The
markings on the base of the cones enable rotation of the orbital triad about l to be followed.

circulation. The cone symbols indicate the direction of l,
with the black and white markings on the base enabling
rotations of the orbital triad about l to be followed. In
all cases the cones rotate two turns in a left-handed sense
as the perimeter is traversed anticlockwise, corresponding
to two quanta of anticlockwise circulation. For future
reference note that radial, circular, and hyperbolic AT
vortices appropriate to anticlockwise rotation embed in ldown, l-down, and l-up textures, respectively. Vortices
appropriate to clockwise rotation are obtained by reversing
the l direction.
Using Eq. (9) we calculate values for g of 16.1, 15.8,
and 15.5 for radial, circular, and hyperbolic vortices of
infinite extent along the vortex axis; T ! TC values
of the free energy bending coefficients were used in
this calculation. Our experimental measurements cannot
therefore distinguish between the different types; the
agreement with the experimental value is reasonable
because of possible error in the value used for the orbital
viscosity and the failure of the theoretical calculation to
take into account variation of vortex texture along the
rotation axis.
Textural memory effects were investigated by exploiting
the observation that, for any texture other than uniform l
perpendicular to the slab, ac flow exerts a torque on l and
hence causes dissipation by orbital viscosity, essentially
the same mechanism as that which produces the mutual
friction. Figure 3 shows a series of measurements of
resonance bandwidth in the nonrotating state, separated by
periods of rotation. The low initial dissipation (indicating
a texture of good uniformity) was obtained by cooling
through TC while rotating in a positive (earthwise) sense
at 0.42 s21 and then stopping rotation. Measurements
connected by solid and dashed lines are separated by
periods of positive and negative rotation, respectively. The
two unconnected points were separated by a 19-hour wait
without rotation. It is clear that rotation in the initial
sense tends to reduce dissipation in the nonrotating state,
and rotation in the opposite sense to increase it. The
system thus remembers its initial sense of rotation, and
rotation in the “wrong” sense produces a less uniform
5088

nonrotating texture. Rotation in the “right” sense can
eventually reduce dissipation below the initial level. The
roles of positive and negative rotations can be reversed
by a sufficient number of successive rotations in the
wrong direction; the nonrotating bandwidth achieves a
maximum value of about 0.58 Hz during this training
process and about ten further rotations are needed to reduce
the bandwidth to that expected for a good texture. These
observations show that 3 He-A exists in two different states
of low dissipation, which we identify as l-up and l-down
textures. Further evidence that our lowest dissipation
textures correspond to uniform l is provided by the .8%
decrease in resonant frequency on cooling into the B phase,
showing that rs' is the effective superfluid density in the
A phase.
The textural memory effect is explained by noting that
cooling through TC while rotating should produce the
vortices of minimum energy (we believe these to be the
circular AT vortex). On stopping rotation the vortices
are swept out leaving behind a uniform l texture in the
appropriate direction for the type of vortex and sense of
rotation. Further rotation in the same sense should again
embed minimum energy vortices in this uniform texture,
but to achieve rotation in the opposite sense we have
either to insert vortices of an energetically unfavorable
type or invert the bulk l texture; it is likely that both
processes occur. We then expect a nonrotating texture of

FIG. 3. Measurements of nonrotating bandwidth, separated by
periods of positive (continuous lines) and negative (dashed
lines) rotation after cooling through TC with positive rotation.
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higher dissipation associated with domain walls between
l-up and l-down regions, until after repeated periods of
rotation in the new sense the l texture is entirely inverted.
We observed a linear decrease of resonant frequency
with rotation rate when a uniform texture is rotated in
the right sense, which provides evidence that the vortex
textures are as envisaged above. Since the frequency is
p
proportional to the effective value of rs a texture that
gave an isotropic average p
of the rs tensor would reduce
the frequency by a factor 5y6, a reduction of 8.7%. If
p
we assume that the effective value of rs for the vortex
texture is determined by an isotropic average within a
radius r around each vortex and by rs' elsewhere, then
the observed fractional reduction in resonant frequency
of 3.5 V % is obtained for r  92 mm, independent of
angular velocity. This length is of the order of the sample
height as expected for well separated AT vortices. The
frequency reduction, like the dissipation, is significantly
larger for rotation in the wrong sense; it is not clear how
far this is associated with a different vortex type and how
far with the presence of domain walls between l-up and
l-down regions.
Cooling through TC not rotating but still in a compensated magnetic field produces a texture different from
those discussed above. The initial nonrotating bandwidth
is only slightly greater than that of the uniform texture
(typically by 0.05 Hz), but the first rotation in any direction increases the nonrotating bandwidth to a value
(,0.8 Hz) substantially higher than that reached during
the inversion of the bulk l texture by the training process
discussed above. A much smaller change in frequency between rotating and nonrotating states is observed after this
process, showing that the nonrotating texture is highly distorted. Training of this very distorted texture by repeated
rotations in the same direction does, however, eventually
produce a uniform nonrotating texture. We propose that
the small increase in initial bandwidth is due to domain
walls between regions of l-up and l-down formed during the cooling process and suggest that the first rotation causes the domain walls to become decorated with
single quantum vortices and stretched to form vortex
sheets in the way envisaged by Parts et al. [13]. Note that
a domain wall, whether decorated with vortices or not, becomes a line singularity at the surface, in the same way
that an AT vortex becomes a point singularity (boojum).
The large residual dissipation after the first rotation is
stopped suggests that a domain wall which has been elongated in this way does not readily shorten when vorticity
is removed, perhaps because of pinning. The difference
between this behavior and that observed when the l tex-
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ture is inverted by repeated rotations in the wrong sense is
perhaps explained by assuming that dipole-unlocked domain walls are produced on cooling through TC without
rotation, whereas inversion of l below TC proceeds via
dipole-locked domain walls.
The experiments reported here have thus established
three basic properties 3 He-A: negligible orbital inertia;
dissipation by orbital viscosity; association of l-up and
l-down textures with opposite directions of rotation.
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